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WHY HAS OPCLEAR BEEN DESIGNED?

WHAT IS OPCLEAR?
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The OpClear single use sheath is clipped
onto the laparoscope and connected via
a tube set to the OpClear Control Unit.
Once the sheath is inserted into the
abdominal cavity, an intelligent ﬂow of
CO2 is delivered across the lens to
remove and protect it from condensa�on
and small par�culates.

Before

A�er

When required, an on-demand CO2 and
saline lens wash will rapidly clear larger
visual obstruc�ons such as blood or
par�cles from energy plumes, therefore
providing con�nuous vision throughout
each procedure.

RESULTS
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In a series of 84 Hand Assisted laparoscopic
1
Donor Nephrectomies , the OpClear
Pla�orm provided eﬀec�ve intra-abdominal
lens clearing, avoiding some 15 scope
removals per case, along with the disrup�on
to opera�ve progress. In complex cases, the
impact was even greater. In all cases,
excellent visibility was maintained, notably
during cri�cal
stages, e.g. vascular
divisions. The
14.78
OpClear Pla�orm
proved safe with no
eﬀect observed from
the addi�onal
insuﬄa�on
produced.
Average lens washes during
a procedure1

Safe and eﬃcient laparoscopic surgery is
dependent upon good visual acuity.
However, for laparoscopic surgeons, it is
a common experience that opera�ve
vision may be cri�cally reduced by
condensa�on and material gathering on
the distal laparoscopic lens. The current
methodology is to remove the scope
from the pa�ent during a procedure for
cleaning. The OpClear Pla�orm has
been designed as the ﬁrst automated
demist technology with on-demand lens
washing that will prevent and remove
these materials whilst the scope is
in-situ, therefore providing con�nuous
intra-abdominal vision to the surgical
team without scope removal and
maintaining an uninterrupted surgical
ﬂow with fewer surgical errors and
shorter opera�ng �mes.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The OpClear Pla�orm provides an
easy-to-use remedy to mi�gate the issue
of visual impairment resul�ng in the need
to remove the scope during procedures in
order to clean it. It provides con�nuous
visual acuity which allows for
uninterrupted procedures.
As visualiza�on technology is constantly
improving and opera�ng rooms acquire
integrated systems, OpClear will keep
pace with the changing requirements of
laparoscopic surgery. Customer feedback
has been invaluable in taking the design
from the workbench to a fully regulated
medical device. To con�nue this
evolu�onary process, Cipher Surgical is
looking to work with laparoscopic
surgeons across all surgical speciali�es to
support our future direc�on of providing
a product that keeps pace with the
advances in laparoscopic surgery.

Well accepted by theatre staff,
excellent support for surgical training
J Ellis
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